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Course Tittle  : Certificate Course in spoken Sanskrit.  

Duration of the Course : 3 Months  

Class Schedule  : Per day two hours (3 days in a week)  

Fees Structure  : 200 

 

Course Outcome: Sanskrit is an ancient Indian language. It holds much knowledge about 

society and the universe. Many Indian languages share root words with Sanskrit so, it helps 

learner to know other Indian languages. Reciting the Sanskrit alphabet helps learner 

rhythmically using minimal and maximal breath contraction and expansion in their breathing 

efforts.  

 

People of every region in the country can easily relate with Sanskrit and that is the 

best tool to unite the country. There are many great works in Sanskrit our very Indianness is 

linked with that language. As the future generations have to study them. Learning Sanskrit is 

necessary.  

 

 A certificate in spoken Sanskrit is a highly sought after qualification. This certificate 

demonstrates that mastered the language to a high level and have acquired sufficient 

vocabulary to understand and speak Sanskrit with ease. The course focuses on a variety of 

topics and is taught in a class room like environment.  
  

In today’s world, learning a second language can enhance a person’s career 

opportunities. Not only does Sanskrit serve as an ancient and scared language but it is also 

used as a form of daily communication. People from many communities in India and around 

the world still speak Sanskrit. By obtaining a certificate in spoken Sanskrit, can gain valuable 

knowledge and a global perspective.  

 

 A Village in Assam, Gamiri (Gahpur District) is known is Sanskrit village as all the 

people here have been speaking this ancient and classical language since 2015.  



 

 

Syllabus:  

 

Unit : I  Introduction  

The sounds of Sanskrit its alphabet  

Introduction of self and others  

Basic verbs and some Conjugations  

 

Unit: II  (i) Grammar and composition  

(ii) Identification of grammatical forms  

 

Unit: III  Conversation in Sanskrit  

 

Unit : IV    Comprehension of unseen passages 

 

Unit : V   Melody of Sanskrit songs : 

Aikya Mantra  

 


